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Obvious successes of Putin’s policy require a reassessment of the Soviet agrarian poli-
cy. The article addresses the question of whether the Bolsheviks’ approach was appro-
priate for the Russian peasantry and considers limitations of the concept “socialist in-
dustrialized agriculture’. To assess achievements of the Soviet agriculture the author 
uses qualitative instead of quantitative criteria: per hectare yields and milk per cow 
since 1913. They kept to be extremely low which is striking for the agriculture based 
on large-scale and partly mechanized production. The gap in yields as compared to 
the neighboring capitalist countries even widened from 1930 to 1991. The strong and 
steady growth in yields since 2000 does not allow to explain failures of the Soviet ag-
riculture by bad soils, specific climate or natural limitations — the Soviet agrarian poli-
cy is to blame. Instead of “revolutionizing”, socialist agriculture did not take part in any 
significant productivity rise as elsewhere in the world during the “green revolution”. The 
author argues that the main reason for such a failure was “infantilization” of agricul-
tural producers — peasants, heads of state and collective farms — by a combination of 
mistrust and scrupulous control. During the Soviet period agricultural producers nev-
er were the masters of their fields. The situation became even worse after the planned 
economy provided agriculture with insufficient and ineffective machinery below West-
ern standards. Although necessary machinery and knowledge of organizing the produc-
tion were available in the West, in the Soviet Union the mechanization of crop produc-
tion and animal husbandry was not completed. The article starts with the description of 
peasants’ interests, behavior und expectations in the Revolutions of 1905 and 1917–
1918; then the author focuses on the foundations of the Soviet agrarian policy suggest-
ed by Lenin and Stalin, continues with a short review of different approaches to agricul-
ture developed by Khrushchev, Brezhnev und Gorbachev, and finishes with a summary 
of the reasons for Putin’s successes paying special attention to the short periods of 
yields growth — 1924–1930, 1953–1958, 1965–1970, and 1986–1991. 
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Introduction

After the October Revolution, the Bolsheviks seized power in the 
peasant country. The overwhelming majority of the Russian popula-
tion (about 85 percent) lived in the countryside consisting of peasant 
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land communes engaged mainly in agriculture. The Bolsheviks were 
not ready to unite with peasants, they relied on the world proletar-
iat and urban workers and expected that the West-European work-
ing class and not the backward Russian peasants would join the pro-
letarian revolution. Unlike the Social Revolutionaries (SR), they did 
not communicate with rural population and their ideas of socialist ag-
riculture reflected the Marxist theory. They expected to get revolu-
tionary agricultural productive forces just by transition to socialist 
agriculture consisting of large-scale enterprises. Economic planning 
instead of “anarchy of the market” was their key idea: they believed 
that its rapid introduction would lead to the substantial rise in yields 
(Merl, 1993: 15-78).

Until 1917 the Bolsheviks never questioned whether their concept 
of socialized agriculture fit the social-economic situation of the Rus-
sian peasantry and was acceptable for them. While in Western Eu-
rope industrialization was already developing and peasants flew from 
the countryside to find jobs in urban areas, the situation in Russia 
was totally different. Even after the industrialization began in the 
mid-1880s, the demand for labor in the cities was not sufficient for 
quickly growing rural population. The Bolsheviks faced rural un-
deremployment (hidden unemployment in the countryside), and any 
project of industrialized socialist agriculture setting free more labor 
would only aggravate the problems. 

In the summer of 1917, Lenin realized that to take power he had 
to offer something to peasants. To win their support, he used “peas-
ant electoral mandates” collected by the SRs in mid-1917 and claiming 
redistribution of the estates’ land, which contradicted the previous 
Bolshevik program of making the estates as large-scale enterprises a 
new form of state property. Thus, the “Decree on Land” published a 
few days after the October Revolution legalized the already ongoing 
peasants’ confiscation and redistribution of the nobles’ land. Tacti-
cally Lenin’s plan succeeded: the land decree won peasants’ support 
for the “reds”. When the civil war broke out in 1918, it went with-
out saying that the majority of peasants fought against the “whites” 
who wanted to return the illegally expropriated land to the noble land 
owners (Merl, 2017a).

In assessing political failures and successes of the Soviet agricul-
tural policy, I will consider the Bolshevik socialist industrialized ag-
riculture approach’s suitability for the Russian peasantry — to win 
their trust and involve them in socialist reconstruction.

Preconditions

Russian agriculture since the 18th century showed a strong path de-
pendency. There was always a combination of small and large-scale 
agriculture. After Alexander II emancipation decree both (serf) peas-
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ants and large-scale noble estate owners had about half of the arable 
land. Later and despite peasants’ complaints, the distribution of land 
changed in peasants’ favor. In 1900, only 20 percent of land still be-
longed to estate owners. If we take into account land leasing, peas-
ants cultivated about 90 percent of arable land. 

Peasant communes distributed land by the number of males in the 
household. Due to the population growth (about 2 percent annually), 
the medium size of land per person was quickly shrinking though 
every rural household had access to land. The worsening land/man 
ratio under the prior grain production put pressure on rural house-
holds and made peasants demand more land in the Revolutions of 
1905 and 1917. They required redistribution of the estate owners’ land. 
From the economic point of view, this was meaningless: the problem 
was not in the size but in the use of land. Without intensification of 
agricultural production after the redistribution of land under the de-
mographic pressure the same land/man ratio would return in just few 
years! To solve peasants’ problems and to raise their incomes, the ex-
tensive use of land had to be changed by an agricultural reform rath-
er than a revolution.

Agricultural development always strongly depended on external 
pressure. Urban workers have a higher demand for meat and milk 
products than rural people, and only industrialization could overcome 
the hidden rural underemployment by a new productive use of avail-
able labor outside agriculture. Although migration from rural areas 
and agricultural production started in the 1890s, it was not yet strong 
enough for the intensification of land use by rural households. Only 
growing consumption of meat products in the cities and growing de-
mand for industrial crops could stimulate the necessary development 
of the Russian market (Merl, 2017a). 

Under the early 19th century emancipation elsewhere in Europe, 
the use of land started to improve: redistribution of communal land, 
transition to better crop rotations, improved seeds, etc. This was the 
aim of the 1906 Stolypin reform falsely accused of defending only the 
property rights of strong peasants. Under this reform, state credit be-
came available for rural credit cooperatives, and secondary and high-
er educational institutions introduced agricultural courses.

The Bolsheviks’ idea of the large-scale mechanized agriculture 
contradicted not only peasants’ expectations but also economic needs 
of the country suffering from heavy rural overpopulation. The Bolshe-
vik idea of the peasant class differentiation was even more strange for 
peasants as based on the questionable Marx idea of transition of peas-
ant economy to small commodity production reproducing capitalism. 
Therefore, Bolsheviks thought they had to confront individual peas-
ants as “petty capitalists” (Krebs, 1983). They considered individu-
al peasants as potential counter-revolutionaries and identified only a 
strange stratum of “poor peasants” as class allies. We have to ques-
tion this approach for even many seemingly successful farms in Rus-
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sia were pretty small compared to the European ones. The majority 
of rural households were small or medium-sized with an income sig-
nificantly lower than of urban workers (Merl, 1990b).

Traditionally Russian peasants supported the “myth of the tsar”: 
they wanted to trust the monarch but demanded justice in return. The 
peasants’ idea of justice denied the nobles’ right to use the “god’s 
acre”. They wanted a just monarch to confiscate the nobles’ land and 
redistributed it among peasants. The Bolsheviks’ idea that the peas-
ant revolts were against exploitation by noble landowners and that 
peasants were a part of the class war under the social differentiation 
was totally wrong. Lenin mistook the peasant revolt for justice for 
social revolution. Like the intelligentsia, he did not see the real de-
mands of peasants: they used violence only to protect their view of 
justice. Revolts against noble landowners were the dominant form of 
Russian peasant’s protest until 1917. They were legacy of serfdom and 
noble exemption from obligatory service to the tsar in 1762, and were 
based on moral rather than economic or social demands (Merl, 2017a). 
In economic terms, the noble land use significantly decreased already 
in 1900, redistribution of this land could not solve peasant problems.

After the 1861 emancipation, peasants expected to get all land 
but got only personal freedom. Moreover, the tsar made them buy 
land from noble landowners and bargain about conditions of the deal. 
Thus, the tsar gave peasants something new in addition to the feel-
ing of justice: for the first time in history he addressed them in the 
decree as citizens with equal rights and acknowledged them as equal 
partners to noble landowners. Although peasants were greatly dis-
satisfied, this unexpected concession put them into a kind of a shock 
paralysis. To get their justice, they used the right to resist as they 
understood it by accepting the rule of the tsar.

To understand peasant activities, one should remember that they 
sought legitimization for every revolt, which could be granted only 
by the peasant commune assembly, i.e. peasant decisions were justi-
fied by the collective vote — both local affairs and protests against lo-
cal estate owners. Only if neighboring communes had the same vot-
ing uprisings could spread regionally. The violence started right after 
the vote, so it lacked any intensive preparation. The pure local char-
acter limited the scope of the Russian peasant protest: even in the 
1917 Revolution, the conflict was local — between the noble land-own-
er and the peasant commune — although throughout the country (but 
neighboring communes could keep peaceful relations with their land-
owners). If the state violated justice, which affected all peasant com-
munes at the same time, the uprising could spread all over the coun-
try and even threaten the rule. Such protests started only under the 
Bolshevik rule: first, as a “peasant war” against the Bolsheviks taking 
grain by force in 1918–1921, and then in babie bunty in 1930 against 
the confiscation of cows during forced collectivization (Schedewie, 
2006a; Merl, 2017a).
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The basic misunderstanding between the Bolsheviks and the peas-
antry can be illustrated by the question: who had to thank whom for 
redistribution of landholdings? Lenin believed that peasants had to 
thank the Bolsheviks for land redistribution and providing them with 
the nobles’ land, while peasants perceived the situation differently: 
they took land by their own and only the land that belonged to them 
by the law. The Bolsheviks believed that they gave “more land” as a 
huge gift to “poor” peasants, while peasants did not gain much. The 
land was redistributed within land communes according to the num-
ber of male household members. Poor peasants might have got a lit-
tle bit more land but their dependency on farm implements became 
stronger, and there was no redistribution of farm implements (ma-
chinery, working cattle). Thus, land redistribution only nominally 
made rural households “equal” (Merl, 2017a).

From 1861 to 1903, open revolts were rare. Under the agricultur-
al modernization, at the turn of the century, many estate owners en-
hanced the use of landholdings, which led to conflicts over peasants’ 
illegal use of meadows and forests of noble landowners. The estate 
owners planted new cultures (for example, sugar beet) and increas-
ingly used agricultural machinery, which hurt peasant interests: ag-
ricultural machinery reduced the landowners request for seasonal la-
bor and the size of land leased to peasants. As a result, the growing 
land rent and decrease in salaries led to violent protests (Schedew-
ie, 2006b). 

Peasants interpreted the 1905 October Tsar Manifest as allow-
ing them to take the nobles’ land by force although the manifest did 
not mention peasants at all. However, landowners tried to hide the 
existence of the manifest, the rumors spread, and peasants became 
sure that the nobles tried to cheat them by hiding the just tsar’s will 
that would finally eliminate the nobles’ land property (Ascher, 1988). 
Unlike peasant unrest in the Baltic states or Caucasus, the Russian 
peasant uprisings in 1905 had local character and were against lo-
cal landowners rather than monarchy. But the outcomes changed the 
peasants’ attitude to the tsar Nicolas II significantly. The bloody sup-
pression of rebellions made him look a false tsar and determined the 
politicization of peasants.

The peasant perception of the 1917 February Revolution was very 
positive. When the Provisional Government finally put the peasant 
question on the political agenda, peasants already wanted to see a 
new ruler. The only thing he could do was to declare that all land 
belonged to peasants, and they considered the land question on the 
agenda as legitimating their violent attacks on the nobles’ estates.

Thus, the peasant revolution started independently from the Bol-
shevik revolution already in mid-1917 and followed its own agenda. 
Peasants confiscated the nobles’ land and often burnt down their man-
or houses. They wanted to make sure that the nobles never return. 
By the beginning of the October Revolution, peasant activities had 
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already significantly changed the local situation. By confiscating the 
nobles’ land and overthrowing local administration and police, peas-
ants destroyed the basis of the tsarist rule in the countryside. Peas-
ants were taking power and establishing a new local order based on 
village soviets (Channon, 1988; Figes, 1989). Lenin’s Land Decree le-
gitimized peasant actions, but peasants expected the Bolsheviks to ac-
cept them as equal partners and provide with equal rights as workers 
such as creating peasant unions (they already existed in 1905). De-
spite the Land Decree, the confiscations of land continued without the 
Bolsheviks who only in the spring of 1918 got control over the coun-
tryside. Meanwhile peasants confiscated the nobles’ land in neigh-
boring regions too and often started land distribution within peasant 
communes, i.e. their local rule did not confront the Bolshevik rule.

The tsarist regime failed to ensure the food supply of the army 
and cities, and so did the Provisional Government. The Bolsheviks’ 
decision to introduce prodrazverstka instead of the tax in kind wors-
ened their relations with peasants for it was more arbitrary. The class 
approach led the Bolsheviks to conflicts with middle and well-to-do 
peasants. Instead of making a strong union with peasants against 
the “whites”, the Bolsheviks put peasants under strong pressure and 
martial law. Already in 1918, control and mistrust were basic features 
of the Bolsheviks’ approach to the peasantry. While peasants want-
ed to speak with the new rulers, Lenin decided not to have negotia-
tions with them and chose a military solution (Danilov, Shanin, 2002).

The situation changed after the victory over the “whites” — peas-
ants started to revolt against taking their grain by force. Disappoint-
ment and brutal grain requisition made peasants start a war against 
the Bolsheviks who had lost the image of just rulers. Thus, the war 
of 1918–1922 was the Bolsheviks’ war against the peasantry. Peas-
ants fought against brutal confiscation of their grain but not against 
the Bolshevik power as such. Unlike previous peasant uprisings, from 
1918 the brutal violence of both sides was primarily directed against 
persons. The Bolsheviks used prodrazverstka to punish peasants who 
for some time were under the rule of the “whites”. After they won the 
territory again they demanded the double amount of grain from peas-
ants suspecting them hiding a lot of grain. The amount of grain tak-
en by force in the Volga and Siberia Regions was too high (Danilov, 
Shanin, 2002; Merl, 2017a). Severe military fights between rebellious 
peasants and the Red Army reached its peak in 1920.

The events of 1917–1922 changed the Bolshevik-peasant relations 
to the worse. The Bolsheviks denied peasants’ contribution to the 
success of the October Revolution and denied them equal civil rights. 
Lenin’s kombedy (committees of poor peasants) aiming at grain req-
uisition failed, and the majority of peasants considered them an af-
front. Peasant uprisings of 1917–1918 against the estate owners based 
on the collective vote of local assemblies strengthened peasant soli-
darity while Lenin tried to split them into “classes”. 
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Assessment of the agrarian policy: An overview of per hectare and 
per cow yields

To assess the Soviet agriculture, we should consider qualitative rath-
er than quantitative criteria. Graphs 1-3 show the development of per 
hectare and per cow yields over the given period on the contempo-
rary territory1.

The graphs prove that yields in the Soviet period were extreme-
ly low and until the end of Stalin’s rule were equal to other parts of 
Europe at the beginning of the 18th century, i.e. to the pre-industri-
al agriculture. This is even more striking for the Soviet agricultur-
al production under Stalin in the 1930s became large-scale and part-
ly mechanized. Despite small increases in the mid-1950s and in the 
second half of the 1960s, yields lagged behind neighboring Europe-
an countries. A strong upward trend in yields appears only in 2000, 
which proves that Soviet failures cannot be explained by bad soils, cli-
mate or natural limitations: the Soviet agricultural policy is to blame. 

The main reason for such failures was “infantilization” of agricul-
tural producers by a combination of mistrust even to large-scale agri-
cultural enterprises with a scrupulous state control, which led to the 
state command over every step of production and distribution until 
the end of perestroika. Agricultural producers were never masters of 
their fields. They were often forced to execute crazy state orders de-
stroying crop rotation. The poor supply of agricultural machinery of 
miserable quality, permanent lack of spare parts and neglect of agri-
cultural technology decreased agricultural productivity and deprived 
peasants of the interest to decent work. Agricultural and industrial 
production of the command economy had significant differences: from 
the director of an industrial enterprise Stalin would demand only to 
complete the production plan; after re-establishing of the one-leader 
principle in 1931, he would not interfere in the director’s production 
arrangements; thus, industrial directors became masters of their en-
terprises with some specific rights such as the use of corruptive prac-
tices (Merl, 2010; Merl, 2017b).

To make my conception clear, I will focus on the short periods of 
high yields such as the 1920s under Lenin’s political turn to the “mid-
dle peasant”: yields stabilized after the disasters of “war communism” 
and the famine of 1921–1922 although there was no large-scale produc-

 1. The graphs are based on the date before 1980–1985 for the Soviet Union, 
from 1986 onwards — for Russia. From 1970 to 1985 data are available for 
both the Soviet Union and Russia. Concerning milk yields, the data are 
nearly equal. Potato yields were slightly higher in the Soviet Union (up to 
10 percent), grain yields were up to 20 percent higher. Only for sugar beet 
the difference was quite significant: about 220–230 dt/hectare in the Soviet 
Union and 160 in Russia. However, this means that the increase in yields 
in Russia was even more impressive than the graphs suggest. 
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Graph 1: Per hectare grain yields (in 100 kg)

Graph 2: Per hectare yields of sugar beets and of potatoes (in 100 kg)

Graph 3: Annual milk yields per cow (in kg)

Sources: Merl, 1990a: 40; Selskoe khoziaistvo, 1988: 13-17; Rossiisky 
statistichesky ezhegodnik, 2007: 448-462; 2014: Tables 15.17 and 15.35; 2017: 
Tables 16.18 and 16.29.
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tion after the liquidation of estates. From the early 1930s to Stalin’s 
death there was a period of dramatic failure: the forced turn to large-
scale agriculture by collectivization made yields fall lower than the 
peasant agriculture in the 1920s. After Stalin’s death under Khrush-
chev’s rule, an increase in yields quickly turned into new stagnation 
on a higher level. Under Brezhnev’s rule the state capital invest-
ments in agriculture became significant. At first the yields increased, 
but then the growth stopped. Liberalization under Gorbachev’s rule 
determined a short-term upward trend. The decline in urban demand 
for meat and milk products led to the decline of agricultural produc-
tion from 1992. After privatization in agriculture, Putin’s new ap-
proach to agrarian policy became effective from the 2000s. It is based 
on large state subsidies and food security doctrine. Now enterpris-
es decide by themselves on inputs including the choice of machinery, 
seeds and knowledge, which led to a gradual and sustainable increase 
in yields (Wegren, Nikulin, Trotsuk, 2018).

I will start with the New Economic Policy in the 1920s, try to an-
swer the question why yields under Stalin’s rule were so low, de-
scribe the agricultural policy based on mistrust und scrupulous con-
trol, then consider changes in agricultural policy after Stalin’s death 
under Khrushchev, Brezhnev, and Gorbachev’s rules. Finally, I will 
explain the fast growth of yields under Putin’s rule.

New Economic Policy (1921–1928)

Economic disasters of the war communism and the loss of hope that 
West European workers would join the Bolshevik revolution made 
Lenin change his approach to the peasantry. He understood that peas-
ants had to be integrated into the Soviet state, which was the final 
acceptance of class relations in backward Soviet Russia: though the 
Bolsheviks successfully suppressed peasant rebellions in 1920–1922, 
they had no alternative than to integrate them in the new social order. 
It took Lenin a long time to accept the middle peasants as partners. 
This started with the replacement of prodrazverstka by a tax in kind 
on grain in the early 1921, thus, peasants returned the legal right to 
sell their surplus products in the market, which was the start of the 
New Economic Policy and acceptance of all social groups in the con-
struction of socialism.

Instead of class differentiation, rural households in the 1920s dif-
fered by their ability to work on their land alone, dependence on oth-
ers, and economic orientation. Those able to work with their own 
implements and cattle can be called middle peasants. Their share in 
the non-black-earth area was about two thirds, in the black-earth 
area — about one third of households. Other rural households either 
had to lease part or all implements from other peasants or (usually in 
the black-earth steppes) were working in pairs for four horses were 
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needed for the heavy plough. Less than one percent of households can 
be called kulaks for the redistribution of land during the peasant revo-
lution of 1917–1918 contributed to the equal division of land per person. 
There hardly were landless rural households and agricultural work-
ers for the village commune distributed arable land among all families. 

Another important criterion of differentiation was the main source 
of income. For many households, agricultural income played only an 
additional role. About 10 percent of rural households can be called 
kulturniki for getting their main income in agriculture — these were 
middle peasants answering the 1924 Bolsheviks’ call and accepting the 
state offers to improve their land and technique. Thus, about a half 
of households waited for the opportunity to find better paid work in 
urban and industrial areas. They did not have a full-time job outside 
agriculture, and it was rational to work as part-time farmers leasing 
implements from other peasants (Merl, 1990b).

Lenin and other Bolshevik leaders did not want to give peasants 
the same rights with workers: they preferred to infantilize peasants 
(like women) as unable to make their own decisions. Workers were to 
guide peasants to the right way (similar to godparenthood). The Bol-
sheviks were afraid that otherwise peasants would succumb to wrong 
influence. The godparenthood-workers had to teach them to cultivate 
land and develop the right class consciousness. The denial of equal 
rights and refusal to recognize peasants’ contribution to the revolu-
tion became evident in 1927: the October Manifesto for the 10th anni-
versary of the Revolution gave privileges to all its participants except 
for middle peasants, which caused their harsh reaction and bitter dis-
appointment (Merl, 2017a).

Ideologically Lenin’s revision of his perception of peasants was 
determined by his interpretation of rural cooperation. He believed 
that cooperatives could never break the existing political order and 
argued that under the dictatorship of proletariat cooperatives could 
not endanger the Soviet rule. To avoid the risk of restoring capitalism 
peasants were to be organized in rural cooperatives. The new agrar-
ian program was developed and implemented in 1924 under the slo-
gan “litsom k derevne” (turn to the village). It focused on overcoming 
rural underemployment. Industrialization was to take place and not 
be labor intensive, so only a few peasants would have the chance to 
leave for industry. New jobs had to be created in agriculture and ru-
ral crafts, and hired labor and land leasing were allowed if registered.

The New Economic Policy quickly won the trust of peasants. The 
mid-1920s show a rise in agricultural productivity although there was 
no large-scale production. Not only industrial production but also 
small peasant farms achieved the pre-1913 per hectare yields. But the 
controversy among the Bolshevik leaders remained. They were more 
concerned with their conflicts than with developing a healthy basis 
for food production. Already in 1926, the idea of “litsom k derevne” 
was attacked. Stalin’s forced grain procurement campaign of 1927–
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1928 made peasants lose the trust in the Soviet power again (Merl, 
1993). In 1929, Stalin returned to the war communism agricultural 
policy using brutal force against peasants during collectivization. He 
not only denied the peasants of equal rights but in 1932 by the pass-
port legislation turned them into forced workers with the only privi-
lege to work in their home village.

Lenin tried to create a planned economy in agriculture on the ba-
sis of scientific research. Planning allowed to collect a huge amount 
of relevant empirical data. Scientists proposed measures for state in-
tervention by economic incentives for peasants to improve agriculture. 
The chance for a quick increase in per hectare yields and sustainable 
improvement of the productivity of Soviet agriculture were quite high 
in the late 1920s. Russian experts played a leading role in the inter-
national agrarian research. Economic planning promised to transfer 
new agricultural knowledge into production, thus, facilitating a sub-
stantial rise in per hectare yields and husbandry production. Experts 
were sure to overcome the defects of peasant economy. To raise its 
productivity, they proposed land consolidation, progressive crop ro-
tation, and selected seeds. Financial state support for this was avail-
able until 1928. Experts expected a significant growth in yields, and 
it started in the second half of the 1920s. They wanted the first five-
year-plan to introduce an obligatory “agronomical minimum”. The 
state had to provide subsidies to allow the poorest peasants to sat-
isfy their needs. Stalin described this minimum as obligatory but at 
the same time stopped all financial support so that peasants made a 

“tribute” to industrialization (Merl, 2016; Merl, 1985a).
Experts’ publications in the 1920s reveal economic perspectives 

of peasant economy. For example, they have data on the hidden un-
employment. In the mid-1920s about 10 million employable people in 
the countryside were not needed for agricultural and craft produc-
tion. This was a huge number — the total employment outside agri-
culture was only 10 million (Merl, 1993: 270-276). These data prove 
that it was not possible to solve the problem quickly. Stalin’s collec-
tivization in 1930 dramatically reduced the possible labor input in ag-
riculture due to larger farms and mechanization. Moreover, with the 
loss of a half of livestock the possible labor input in this labor-inten-
sive branch was strongly reduced. And peasants even lost their pre-
vious opportunities for side incomes from rural crafts for the state 
now took all raw materials for industry.

At the end of the 1920s, the planners did not see prerequisites to 
move to the large-scale industrialized agriculture. The First Five-
Year Plan in its “optimal version” adopted in April 1929 suggested 
that small farms would remain dominant for a longer time to de-
liver agricultural products for workers. Only after opening Sovi-
et tractor enterprises, the general transition to large-scale enter-
prises in agriculture had to be completed in the mid-1930s (Merl, 
1985b). The planners made important proposals for future agricul-
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ture. According to the Bolsheviks’ aim to establish large-scale in-
dustrialized agriculture, they suggested in 1929 to start with in-
tegrating agricultural and industrial production and “agro-cities”. 
Such combinations were designed for the area of about 20,000 hec-
tares (Davies, 1974; Merl, 1985a). Huge state investments were re-
quired for such projects combining production and processing but 
were not provided. 

Forced collectivization

With the “self-taxation” campaign in the early 1928 Stalin put pre-
viously autonomous peasant assemblies under the state control 
threatening everybody voting against state interests with arrests 
and repressions (Merl, 2012). He made peasant assemblies vote for 
self-taxation (and a year later for “voluntary” collective farms). Sta-
lin destroyed the basis for legitimizing peasant rebellions. Their sym-
bol — the church bell calling peasants to assemblies — was confiscated 
and melted for industrial needs. Stalin’s mistrust to individual peas-
ants soon was transferred to collective farms: he perceived kolkhoz-
es as enemies, put them under strong state control and denied them 
the right to organize production. The principle of “one-man leader-
ship” guaranteed in 1931 for industry was not applied in agriculture. 
Kolkhoz heads and directors of state farms never became masters of 
their fields. The party always interfered in agricultural production to 
control every activity. 

Kolkhozes were only allowed to possess implements for small-scale 
farming. From 1930, tractors and combine harvesters were supplied 
only to state farms or machine-tractor stations (MTS), i.e. were state 
property. MTS serving several kolkhozes were primary designed to 
secure state control over kolkhoz production. Together with political 
departments established in 1933 they were a means to discipline kolk-
hozniki rather than a way to modernize agriculture. From the mid-
1930s, grain was expropriated directly from the fields leaving kolk-
hoz storage barns empty (Merl, 2016; Miller, 1970). For the most part, 
both MTS directors and kolkhoz heads lacked elementary knowledge 
of agricultural production for they had to execute party orders by in-
timidating their workforce.

From 1929, in a paternalizing manner the Soviet state made all 
decisions for agricultural producers not giving them an opportu-
nity to decide for themselves on improving cultivation technology. 
Kolkhozes did not get any independence as enterprises or any de-
gree of responsibility. They became totally dependent on the farm-
ing technology of MTS and lost control over schedule and quality 
of work on their fields. A rapid increase in yields would have need-
ed autonomous agricultural enterprises that under local conditions 
could decide for themselves on the optimal use of improved agricul-
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tural technology and crop rotation. Moreover, in 1929, the decisive 
bond between wages and quality of work was lost. State agents of-
ten punished for a good-quality work by repeatedly imposing ad-
ditional burdens on successful kolkhozes. Thus, the incentive sys-
tem generally rewarded poor work (Merl, 2016). Only after Stalin’s 
death, in the 1960s, the project of industrialized agriculture gained 
new life (Merl, 1988).

The party leadership was initially convinced that tractors and 
large-scale farming would guarantee progress in agricultural technol-
ogy. They consciously accepted the concomitant destruction of peas-
ant means of production for it was to be “compensated hundred times 
by the huge advantages of the new forces of production” (Merl, 1985b: 
184-211). In November 1929, Molotov explained that finances were to 
be got by the expropriation during collectivization (Merl, 1985a: 391-
397). However, he did not explain how investments would be made 
when peasant implements lost their market value. Land consolidation 
would become a prerequisite for improved work on fields by the use 
of tractors. Collectivization in the winter of 1929–1930 used mass vi-
olence against peasants for it no longer aimed at creating well-struc-
tured large-scale agrarian enterprises but rather “struggled for grain” 
and sought to subjugate peasants who supposedly were sabotaging 
the socialist development. The “dwarf kolkhozes” created in the ear-
ly 1930s usually united a small number of peasant farms. With about 
400 hectares they had only one tenth of the minimal land area planned 
for large-scale enterprises (Davies, 1979; Merl, 1985a: 331-400; Merl, 
1990a: 61-128, 199-221).

Agrarian experts such as Moisei Volf, one of the designers of the 
first Five-Year Plan for agriculture, expressed concerns about hasty 
collectivization and fears about dramatic consequences of rural over-
population (Merl, 1993: 487-493; Pravda 1928). The forced collectiv-
ization in the winter of 1929/1930 was implemented without any or-
ganizational plan. The party leaders did not express their ideas on 
elementary questions such as how the kolkhoz should function. Only 
in March 1930, the Artel Statutes were published (Merl, 1990a: 199-
256). The abrupt replacement of small farms by kolkhozes and state 
farms cancelled all previous achievements in land distribution and 
consolidation, i.e. determined the loss of control over land. It was 
necessary to start from the beginning, and that could be done only 
after new enterprises had been stabilized. Under the forced collec-
tivization the decisive prerequisite for productive crop rotation was 
lost for a long period. The growth of per hectare yields depended on 
available tractive power, so the loss of a half of working horses during 
collectivization worsened the situation: agricultural productivity de-
creased and poorly cultivated croplands were covered by weed. Until 
the late 1930s, the supply of tractors did not compensate for the loss 
in horse power. Only in the 1950s, the level of tractive power of 1928 
was achieved again (Miller, 1974; Merl, 2016).
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Nominally Stalin tried to continue new crop rotations and land 
consolidation. However, all campaigns failed for the crop rotation 
would have contradicted the ordered sowing for grain. Progressive 
crop rotations were to reduce grain fields but would have significant-
ly increased per hectare grain yields (Merl, 2016). Providing grain for 
the state was an unconditional priority. The law “On the Protection 
of Socialist Property” drafted by Stalin in August 1932 extended the 
state demand for grain already at the stage of ripening. In the sum-
mer and autumn of 1932, some starving kolkhozniki were shot by this 
law because they had stolen ears from fields. Local authorities quickly 
understood that they were to deliver grain to the state under all cir-
cumstances. Therefore, they had no interest in introducing crop rota-
tions, the only thing that mattered to them was a short-term success.

After the failure of his initial assault on peasants, Stalin had to 
make a similar concession in 1932 as Lenin did in 1921: under the fam-
ine of 1932–1933 he ended the arbitrary agricultural policy and re-
turned to a tax in kind on grain, milk, meat and potatoes. The war 
communism approach to peasants failed for the second time leading 
to a terrible famine with more than 6 million victims. Stalin reacted 
to the famine caused by the brutal expropriation of agricultural prod-
ucts by fundamental changes in the agrarian policy, which proves that 
he considered the situation as very dangerous (Merl, 1990a: 128-140). 
In order not to jeopardize his rule he could not admit publicly that 
the forced industrialization and collectivization had caused a famine 
with millions victims. The established kolkhoz system was to put an 
end to the arbitrariness that agricultural producers experienced. This 
was a compromise between the interests of the state and peasantry. 
The return to the tax in kind as an obligatory delivery of agricultur-
al products per hectare or cattle to the state ensured the state a very 
high proportion of agricultural products without paying all costs of 
production. By giving rights to private plots and “prepaying natural 
goods” during labor days (trudodni) the state finally gave kolkhozniki 
the chance to survive (Merl, 1990a: 129-140, 260-280, 360-371, 453-476).

The kolkhoz system existed from 1933 to the forced enlargement 
of kolkhozes in 1949–1953. It put an end to experiments with the in-
dustrialized agricultural production for two decades. By separating 
private plots from kolkhozes it preserved primitive forms of produc-
tion. Under Stalin the kolkhoz economy remained limited to a small 
number of crops. Potatoes, fruits, vegetables, meat and milk products 
were mainly produced in the households. Cattle breeding in kolkhozes 
would have required large investments primarily in stables. The state 
prices did not cover production costs, and any increase in production 
or establishing new branches had to augment the losses of kolkhozes 
(and the unpaid “bonded labor” of kolkhozniki)(Merl, 1990a, 327-417). 

The combination of state-controlled forced large-scale labor and 
small private plots within kolkhozes is a feature of Stalin’s construc-
tion determined by peasant women’s rebellion (babie bunty) in the 
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early 1930s against confiscation of the last family cow under the 
forced collectivization. These local uprisings soon spread over the 
whole country and threatened Stalin’s rule. He addressed peasant 
women and allowed peasants in kolkhozes to have a small private plot, 
one cow and some productive animals. This combination became a 
part of Stalin’s model of socialist agriculture: while transferring col-
lective farms to Eastern Europe, Stalin prescribed private plots for 
them too. For the agricultural modernization this was a counterpro-
ductive combination for it preserved primitive manual labor in the 
households. However, from 1933 it ensured peasants a chance to sur-
vive. Only in Hungary in the 1970s, this combination became a part of 
the successful model for collective farms supported private-plot pro-
duction and helped to market its products at attractive prices. 

In the late 1920s, yields in crop production and animal husbandry 
in the Soviet Union were still very low compared to European coun-
tries. In the 1930s, instead of growing they even decreased, which 
proves the failure of Stalin’s large-scale agricultural enterprises. In 
grain and potatoes production, per hectare yields were on average 
15% below those of small-scale farms; in sugar beet and cotton pro-
duction, per hectare yields in the first half of the 1930s fell even fur-
ther. From 1935 they grew rapidly but did not reach the pre-1914 lev-
el. The growth of sugar beet and cotton yields were determined by 
a drastic increase in producer prices which covered production costs. 
For sugar beet production small groups were organized: they were 
responsible for all working operations. From 1935 cotton kolkhozes 
members received cash payments large enough to cover their food 
needs by market purchases. On the contrary, in potato and grain pro-
duction state prices for their mandatory delivery covered only about 
20% of production costs (Merl, 2016: 40, 371-390).

After the good harvest of 1937, for the first time after collectiviza-
tion several kolkhoz members received sufficient grain for their needs 
for “labor days”. Their reaction shocked the party leadership: many 
of them wanted to use this chance to escape from the forced institu-
tional framework of kolkhoz and state “bonded labor”, to return to in-
dividual farming and to determine one’s own destiny — this required 
to own a horse, which was banned for kolkhozniki. The horse allowed 
the former kolkhoz member to become an independent small-scale en-
trepreneur for even rural state enterprises needed transport servic-
es. Families with many children also wanted to leave the kolkhoz due 
to the inability to feed their children. In 1938, the party leadership 
expressed concerns with these reports and accused local authorities 
of low payments (Merl, 1990a: 234-242, 247-256, 386-391). Stalin was 
upset that kolkhozniki were able to escape from the seemingly total 
state control by renouncing their kolkhoz membership. He called for 
slowing down the rush back to private farming and recommended 
to put pressure on kolkhozniki-“idlers” with few or no “labor days” 
(Tragediia sovetskoi derevni, 2006: 416-424). A campaign against “ex-
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its” from the kolkhoz was launched and the horse tax was raised so 
much that no individual peasant could have a horse any more (Merl, 
1990a: 247-256, 386-391). In May 1939, the struggle against the “ille-
gal extension of private plots” started (Tragediia sovetskoi derevni, 
2006: 427).

The minimum number of labor-days was a blunder: the real prob-
lem was to provide kolkhoz members with paid work. Thus, forcing 
them to “work” the minimum number of labor-days meant forcing 
them to work without payment. This is why kolkhozniki worked so 
badly. Moreover, insufficient payment and seasonal labor made many 
of them seek paid work outside the kolkhoz or to focus on their private 
plot (Tragediia sovetskoi derevni, 2006: 90-97). As nominal “co-own-
ers” of their kolkhoz they received only “labor days”, i.e. worthless 
dashes on paper marking their share in “income distribution” at the 
end of the year, while in the neighboring kolkhoz they were paid in 
cash for the same work. Many non-cotton kolkhozes suffered heavy 
losses and did not have anything to distribute among their members 
at the end of the year. Rural dwellers income consisted of sales of 
their own products (not withdrawn as a tax in kind by the state) in 
the open market. A day of work on one’s plot resulted in a signifi-
cantly higher income than a “labor day” in the kolkhoz (Merl, 1990a: 
371-417). The kolkhoz was basically a state enterprise, and kolkhozniki 
had to follow “recommendations” of the state if they wanted to avoid 
arrests. The state dictated not only every step of production but also 
distribution of the kolkhoz production. Collective farms served only 
the state interest not to pay monthly wages to kolkhozniki: as ficti-
tious “co-owners” they were to distribute a never existing “profit” at 
the end of the agricultural year.

Post-Stalin period

Already in the last years of Stalin’s rule many Soviet leaders recog-
nized the need to change the approach to agricultural workforce, i.e. 
that it must be paid and get incentives for good work. However, only 
after Stalin’s death in 1953 medium prices for agricultural producers 
tripled and the attack on private plots was stopped. Nevertheless, the 
paternalizing control of agriculture was not questioned by Khrush-
chev or Brezhnev. Although by the mid-1960s qualification of kolkhoz 
heads and directors of state farms significantly improved and most of 
them got higher agricultural education, they were not allowed to be-
come masters of their fields. The bureaucratic agricultural apparatus 
never stopped to provide them with detailed instructions, and they 
had to participate in all state agricultural campaigns of sewing, har-
vesting and sheltering cattle for the winter. Taking into account the 
miserable living conditions in the Soviet countryside in 1953, rejection 
of collective farms and returning to private farming (as later in Chi-
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na) would have contributed to a significant increase in yields. How-
ever, Hungary in the 1970s proved that large-scale agricultural coop-
eratives could be successful if they were allowed to control the whole 
production including selecting inputs, marketing, etc. Other limita-
tions of the Soviet agro-industrial sector that are not considered in 
this article also did not change after Stalin’s dead — investments in 
storage, processing, and trade were ignored by the planned economy 
until the very end of the Soviet period, which was one of the reasons 
why food produced in the West prevailed at Russian urban markets 
for a decade after 1992.

Agricultural development under Khrushchev can be divided into 
two periods: successes and increasing yields until 1958, and stagna-
tion and even decrease in per hectare and per animal yields in the 
following years. The first “successes” were not determined only by 
the virgin land program for the growth of agricultural production 
was also due to the liberalization of agrarian policy and to the rise 
of producer prices to the level of covering basic costs of production 
and allowing small money payments to kolkhozniki. As a result, they 
intensified production to provide urban population with products at 
kolkhoz markets. Until 1958 there was a hope that individual farming 
would be allowed again. As was situation with Stalin at the turn of 
the 1930s, Khrushchev’s “dizziness by success” made him think that 
he had solved the agricultural problem, so his further decisions con-
tributed to the new crisis. In 1958, he forced kolkhozes to buy the old 
machinery of MTS at the prices of new equipment so that kolkhozes 
would pay a tribute to the state space program as a part of the com-
petition with capitalism. Therefore, the still extremely low income of 
kolkhozniki again stagnated or even declined. After the MTS were 
closed, most tractor and combine drivers left countryside not to be-
come serfs as kolkhozniki for Khrushchev granted them in the MTS 
the status of workers with state social insurance (Merl, 2002).

Khrushchev’s attempt to create “communist agriculture” contrib-
uted to the decline in animal husbandry. He forbade workers and em-
ployees to have cattle and started a campaign to force kolkhozniki to 
sell their cattle to kolkhozes at state prices significantly below market 
prices. Many preferred to slaughter their cattle and sell the meat at 
kolkhoz markets. Khrushchev also did not take into account that kolk-
hozes would need additional fodder for winter. The worst consequence 
of this communist project was that it finally destroyed the hope of re-
turning to private farming, which caused the exodus of the most qual-
ified rural workers that were so needed when Brezhnev started state 
investments in agriculture. People staying in the countryside did not 
have education, flexibility or interest to work. Many well educated 
specialists that were kolkhoz heads under Khrushchev’s rule quit their 
jobs for they were fed up with crazy and harmful orders from above.

However, there was an alternative way to increase per hectare and 
per animal yields which was demonstrated by the experiment of the 
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tractor driver Ivan Khudenko. He addressed his reform proposal to 
Khrushchev who made him a director of the state farm in Kazakhstan. 
Khudenko reduced the workforce by 90 percent and tractors by 75 
percent, and with the remaining tractor drivers he tripled grain pro-
duction and could even pay some money to those who had lost their 
jobs. Khudenko proved the super-fluousness of the huge state agricul-
tural administration and the bureaucracy struck back: instead of be-
ing awarded with the order of Lenin he was arrested for “corruption” 
and died in prison (Merl, 1990c; Zhizn posle zhizni, 1989; Yanov, 1984). 

This example is not an exception which is proven by a widespread 
phenomenon of shabashniki — highly motivated migrating teams of 
workers paid by cash by kolkhozes to do urgent work in a short pe-
riod. Without motivation no kolkhoznik would fulfill such a task, so 
shabashniki supported the Soviet agriculture under the threat of ar-
rest. Khrushchev called them “parasites” and they were often perse-
cuted as “speculators” although kolkhozniki could be hired for cash 
by neighboring kolkhozes. The normal kolkhoznik’s lack of motivation 
can be explained by “obezlichka”, i.e. the lack of personal responsibil-
ity. Stalin had already mentioned this problem in industry in 1931, but 
the agricultural bureaucracy blocked any changes. Only those were 
awarded a premium who did a great work on huge areas although 
this was counterproductive for raising yields. Within the brigades 
it was hardly possible to decide who worked well of badly especial-
ly for the results became evident only after the harvest. This had a 
negative impact on the work discipline: why to work hard if the lazy-
bones get the same payment? Only small teams from the mid-1930s 
showed better results.

In the mid-1960s, for the first time in the Soviet history there were 
important state investments in agriculture. After the quick changes 
under Khrushchev’s rule, agrarian policy became stable and deter-
mined some increase in yields but in the 1970s stagnation returned 
again. The most striking feature of the period was that the increase 
in capital inputs did not correspondent with a significant decrease in 
labor inputs. During harvest millions of students and industrial work-
ers were sent to help in the countryside although the available ru-
ral workforce in the Soviet Union was five times larger than in the 
Western agriculture. The “lack of labor” was due only to the lack of 
work motivation of the majority of rural workers. Thus, capital in-
puts did not ensure raising yields or efficiency, for instance, huge in-
vestments in irrigation led to just one percent of annual increase in 
yields, while there was a significant increase in waste. Finally, the 
state had to cover losses of agricultural enterprises. Instead of forc-
ing enterprises to increase efficiency by keeping producer prices sta-
ble, as the European Union successfully did, the Soviet state always 
preferred to increase subsidies to cover the raising costs.

Capital inputs under Brezhnev’s rule were not smaller than today 
but it was the state rather than enterprises to decide on investments. 
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The agricultural producer could not choose the type of machinery and 
had to take what the planned economy suggested. Hungary in the 
1970s showed that agricultural enterprises with free choice of invest-
ments could double corn yields in a few years by using Western ma-
chinery and competing service providers. Agricultural machinery pro-
duced by the Soviet industry did not meet Western standards in both 
quality and labor safety. Combine harvesters often caused huge har-
vest losses. Hardly any Soviet tractor or combine could work out the 
guaranteed period without breaking down, i.e. such machinery served 
interests of machinery producers rather than needs of agricultural 
enterprises. For the industry it was profitable to produce heavy ma-
chinery although it damaged the soil; the industry had no interest in 
producing spare parts, and under Brezhnev’s rule already during the 
railway transportation new machinery mostly served as spare parts 
warehouse. Thus, when it reached the destination, it had only parts 
left that could not be used. Therefore, mechanization of agricultural 
work was never finished, and a lot of activities during harvest, in an-
imal husbandry and milk production were still manual.

Instead of eliminating the “command system” in agriculture 
Brezhnev decided to introduce “socialist competition” to agricultur-
al enterprises and workers. A huge state apparatus was busy with 
counting work results, awarding the winners and propaganda. Con-
sidering the stagnation of per hectare and per animal yields it is ev-
ident that such efforts had absolutely no effect for productivity. The 
attempt to overcome strong deficiencies of agricultural machinery by 
labor incentives was typical for the Soviet ideology claiming that suc-
cess depended on the “right cadres” which was doomed to failure. 

From the mid-1950s there was an intensive knowledge exchange 
with the West: many soviet specialists were send abroad to study, and 
according to the archives of the Soviet Ministry of Agriculture every 
progress in the West was known in the Soviet Union. Models of effi-
cient Western machinery, animal breeds, hybrid seeds, equipment for 
producing concentrated fodder and milk were imported. Some models 
were developed by Soviet research institutions for Soviet mass pro-
duction but the agricultural machinery producers were not able or 
willing use this knowledge. Moreover, the Soviet countryside lacked 
transportation capacities until the very end of the Soviet period and 
also lacked qualified labor needed for more developed machinery. As 
a result, in the early 1970s a large amount of grain was imported 
for food: first imports were due to the bad harvest in 1963 to avoid a 
heavy decline in livestock.

With the calls to the “fermer” and return to private farming at 
first radical reformers had a great success: peasants were allowed to 
work on their own without state interference. In the early 1990s, a mi-
nority of rural workforce, about 240.000 families, decided to become 
fermers while the majority of new fermers were not previously ru-
ral workers but rather industrial workers, townspeople or the leading 
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and qualified personnel of collective farms with good local networks 
to organize their farms. Collective and state farms without any de-
sire had to provide fermers with land. The fermers’ movement shows 
to what extent some people were fed up with state paternalism and 
wanted to become their own masters. Many of them had more ideal-
ism than knowledge of agricultural production although many man-
aged to get a tractor, farming implements and irrigation equipment. 
I met some fermers in 1992 and 1993 and believe that about 10 percent 
of them could become successful peasants with modern farms of sev-
eral hundred hectares. It was not their fault that almost all of them 
failed by the mid-1990s; many stayed in the countryside and worked 
on their private plots.

The main reason for their failure was agricultural depression that 
started in 1992 after liberalization of prices that revealed an excessive 
demand for meat products. Liberalization of prices halved the demand 
for meat — to the level expected from the general industrial develop-
ment in Russia. Many urban consumers preferred to buy well packed 
and better processed meat products imported from the West. Ferm-
ers never got access to urban markets for the control of transporta-
tion and marketing of food products was quickly taken by local ma-
fia groups that made producers pay for “protection”. There was no 
need to raise production but to produce agricultural products more 
efficiently to sell them in the market without losses. The quality of 
processing, storage, transportation and marketing neglected during 
the Soviet period now became the Achilles heel of the Russian agri-
cultural producers. 

At the same time serious mistakes of the radical reformers became 
evident: they correctly estimated the efficiency of labor inputs in the 
Soviet agriculture as very low but were too much focused on the idea 
of private property and did not take into account the necessary size of 
peasant farm under today’s agricultural technology. Fermers usually 
got 40 hectares but had no chance to lease or buy additional land or 
to use their land property as a deposit to get credits to improve their 
farming. 40 hectares under the Russian extensive production were 
insufficient. For instance, under the transition to the market econo-
my in the GDR the medium size of new peasant farms was about 150 
hectares; thus, in Russia from 500 to 1000 hectares would have been 
necessary. It took Russian legislation more than 10 years to elimi-
nate restrictions on private land property but only agricultural hold-
ings benefited from it.

Putin’s agriculture: Rapid growth of yields, risky focus on 
agroholdings

Unlike the Soviet past, today, after privatization, agroholdings pursue 
their personal gains and are masters of their fields free from admin-
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istrative interference in production decisions. The state uses econom-
ic levers and subsidies to guide the development of agriculture in the 
desired direction. These subsidies make investments in agriculture at-
tractive even for non-agricultural capital owners. Although the pro-
duction itself always has losses, state subsidies and food exports en-
sure significant profits (Wegren, Nikulin, Trotsuk, 2018). The rapid 
growth of per hectare and per animal yields is determined by the use of 
Western machinery and livestock breeding equipment, seeds and cattle 
breeds. The “green revolution” taking place in Russia mainly in agro-
holdings and some peasant farms finally introduces new agricultur-
al technology and achievements of industrial agriculture (Merl, 2015).

Putin’s agricultural policy tried to support private farmers; how-
ever, the lack of experience in selecting promising peasants and espe-
cially the widespread corruption determined that only a minor part of 
state subsidies was provided to active peasants. Moreover, in recent 
years they lost state protection for the state allows land-grabbing by 
agroholdings. “Household farms” are successors of the Soviet pri-
vate plot production and a separated part collective farms that does 
not take part in the “green revolution”: only very few of them want 
to become peasants or lease machinery. The majority of them are the 
elderly without qualification producing just some additional food for 
their own consumption. The state is very at risk relying primarily on 
speculative large agro-holding production dependent on state subsi-
dies for there is a high risk of losses and failures for capital owners 
especially considering the scale of agro-holding production — many of 
them have more than 200.000 hectares under cultivation.

Thus, the growth of per hectare and per animal yields in Russia 
from the early 2000s prove that the low Soviet yields cannot be ex-
plained by bad soil or climate. A different approach allowing agri-
cultural producers — large-scale enterprises and peasant farms — to 
master their fields and investments, production and marketing would 
have made already Stalin’s agriculture efficient enough to feed the 
working class, to support industrialization and to export food after 
the World War II. In the 1920s, the Soviet Union successfully used 
economic levers to increase yields and improve peasant agricultur-
al technology but in 1929 the situation changed radically — Stalin fo-
cused on state compulsion and deprived agricultural producers the 
right of making decisions on agricultural production and of getting 
adequate payment. 

These are the features determining the results of the Soviet “so-
cialist” agriculture:

• The Bolsheviks did not trust peasants and later heads of col-
lective and state farms. They considered them as counter-rev-
olutionaries, incompetent farmers and unreliable allies inca-
pable of efficient agricultural production. Thus, only in short 
periods of liberalization in 1953, 1965 and 1985 there was some 
increase in yields. 
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• The quality of Soviet agricultural machinery and equipment 
lagged far behind the Western standards at least from the 
1950s. Moreover, there were no mechanized equipment for pri-
vate plots. Soviet agricultural equipment never allowed to ful-
ly mechanize the production especially in preparing hay and 
fodder and dairy production. Stalin’s “industrialized agricul-
ture” was designed for the aims of control rather than mod-
ernization of production. 

• From the 1870s to the very end of the Soviet period the rural 
sector suffered from the hidden unemployment. While in the 
developed capitalist countries 1-2 percent of the workforce pro-
duce enough food for the population, in the Soviet agriculture 
even in the 1980s more than 10 percent of the workforce was 
employed. Soviet agricultural labor productivity was only 10-
20 percent of the capitalist countries level, which is determined 
by the loss of motivation in the Soviet agricultural regime 
that alienated people from the results of their work. This loss 
of motivation became the main factor of the steady negative 
trend in yields under the Soviet rule. Stalin’s state demanded 
that peasants worked as serfs engaged in bonded unpaid labor. 
According to the radical reformers in the late 1980s, collectiv-
ization turned peasants into agricultural workers without any 
interest in the results of their work. Thus, the Soviet agricul-
ture definitely did not lack labor, and the “felt” lack of labor 
was the result of the lack of motivation to work.

• In the 1920s, hardly any other country had so many agricul-
tural experts as the Soviet Union, and the level of agricultural 
scientific research was high until the end of the Soviet period. 
However, this and also Western knowledge was not applied 
in the everyday production of collective and state farms. The 
role of Soviet experts was ambivalent: they were scapegoats 
for failures of the Soviet agriculture and had to provide “bac-
chanalian” plans so that the party leadership would hide its 
dilettantism in managing agricultural production, which led to 
huge differences between optimistic images of the plans and 
sad realities of rural life.
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Переоценка результатов советской сельскохозяйственной 
политики в свете сегодняшних успехов
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Очевидные успехи политики В.В. Путина требуют переоценки советской 
сельскохозяйственной модели. Автор задается вопросом, насколько 
большевистский подход учитывал чаяния российского крестьянства, 
и рассматривает ограничения «социалистического индустриального сельского 
хозяйства». Чтобы оценить достижения советского сельского хозяйства, автор 
опирается на показатели урожайности и надоев с 1913 года, поскольку 
на протяжении всего советского периода они оставались стабильными в том 
смысле, что были поразительно низкими для сельского хозяйства, основанного 
на крупномасштабном и отчасти механизированном производстве. Разрыв 
в урожайности с соседними капиталистическими странами увеличивался с 1930 
по 1991 годы. Значительный и устойчивый рост урожайности с 2000 года 
не позволяет объяснять неудачи советского сельского хозяйства плохими 
почвами, особенностями климата или природными ограничениями — виной 
всему была сельскохозяйственная политика. Вопреки якобы «революционному 
обновлению» социалистическое сельское хозяйство даже в годы всемирной 
«зеленой революции» не продемонстрировало ни одного значительного скачка 
производительности. Автор видит основную причину этого в «инфантилизации» 
сельскохозяйственных производителей (крестьян, глав колхозов и совхозов) 
вследствие недоверия и скрупулезного контроля «сверху». В советский период 
сельхозпроизводители не распоряжались своими полями. Ситуация ухудшилась, 
когда плановая экономика в 1960-е годы обеспечила сельское хозяйство 
недостаточным количеством неэффективной техники, не соответствовавшей 
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западным стандартам. Хотя необходимое оборудование и знания об организации 
производства можно было получить на Западе, в Советском Союзе 
не завершилась механизация растениеводства и животноводства. Статья 
начинается с описания запросов, поведения и ожиданий крестьянства в ходе 
революций 1905 и 1917 годов, затем, уделяя особое внимание кратким 
периодам роста урожайности — 1924–1930, 1953–1958, 1965–1970 и 1986–
1991 — автор обращается к основам советской сельскохозяйственной политики, 
разработанным В.И. Лениным и И.В. Сталиным, предлагает краткий обзор 
подходов к сельскохозяйственному развитию, предложенных Н.С. Хрущевым, 
Л.И. Брежневым и М.С. Горбачевым, и завершает статью обозначением причин 
успешности политики В.В. Путина. 
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